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Van Walt Ltd appointed exclusive UK & Ireland dealer for  YSI Environmental Monitoring and 
Water Quality Meters and Systems 

In January 2009 Van Walt Ltd, the Surrey based specialist supplier of soil and groundwater 
monitoring equipment to the environmental, educational and agricultural research communities 
was appointed the exclusive distributor of YSI Environmental Monitoring and Water Quality Meters 
and Systems in the UK and Ireland to groundwater customers.

YSI, a US company who manufacture and distribute instruments, software, and data collection 
platforms for environmental monitoring and testing, is renowned for their excellent and extensive 
range of market-leading, rugged water quality meters and environmental monitoring systems.  
“Whether our customers require a single, dual or multiparameter water quality meter Van Walt is 
pleased to now be able to offer the YSI range of meters, systems and accessories,” says Vincent 
Van Walt, managing director, Van Walt Ltd.  “YSI equipment is proven to give reliable, quality data 
with the minimum of downtime and with low maintenance costs.”

The Van Walt team have undergone rigorous training with YSI to familiarise themselves with the 
range of YSI products and, as importantly, their care, maintenance and upkeep. “It’s vital we know 
these products inside out,” says Tom Stone, Van Walt’s rental manager.  “Not only is the YSI 556 
Multi-Probe Field Meter one of our most popular rental items but when customers come to us for 
product information before purchase we need to know the technical applications of each product 
to ensure customers buy the right equipment for their needs and that we provide knowledgeable 
service support so they immediately maximise the effectiveness of their purchase.” 

For over 25 years Van Walt has built its reputation by providing high quality products, excellent 
customer support and full product training, where and when required, to ensure customers get 
value for money on the products they need to develop solutions for the growing burdens on our 
planet’s natural resources.

For further information on YSI water quality meters and systems for groundwater monitoring visit 
www.vanwalt.com. 


